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Chapter 3951: An acquaintance 

What he did not know was that when Cundi gave Chen Xiaobei the tree of Seven Wonders, there was 

only enough spiritual Qi to activate its power twice. 

One of the powers had already hit Daoist Wen. 

The remaining spiritual Qi was drawn out by Chen Xiaobei and injected into the bell of the East Emperor. 

He would use it when he achieved Dao through force. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei could not use the tree of Seven Wonders to protect himself! 

 boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

Chen Xiaobei was like a tiny speck of dust in the middle of the sandstorm. 

However, this speck of dust was completely different from the others! 

The pure and condensed primordial chaos holy light was emitted, allowing Chen Xiaobei’s body to 

remain unmoving in the sandstorm. 

It was as if even if the world were to be destroyed, Chen Xiaobei would still be able to stay where he 

was, forever! 

This was the power of a peak quasi-Sage! 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei threw the red karmic fire Lotus into the air. 

Following that, the Red Lotus of fire grew from small to large, revealing its true form. It was a huge 

ninth-grade blood red Lotus! 

Chen Xiaobei remained where he was, watching everything quietly. He had no intention of fighting. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had already subdued the human and demonic imprints. 

It was clear that the netherworld imprint needed a host, a person it acknowledged. 

This person would bring it to realize the will of the netherworld path and strengthen the netherworld 

race. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei did not even need to fight. He only needed to find a way to get the 

netherworld imprint to acknowledge him and control it! 

“Whoosh …” 

Soon, a special mark with eight stars around it emerged from the sandstorm and floated in front of him. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had expected, the mark had fused with the Red Lotus of Hellfire. 

With the red karmic fire Lotus as the core, the nine stars would form a perfect underworld Dao seal. 
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The sandstorm continued, but the underworld mark did not attack Chen Xiaobei. Instead, it flew toward 

Chen Xiaobei and stopped one meter away from him. Chen Xiaobei could easily grab it with his hand. 

“Chi …” 

The next moment, a spiritual energy was released and it initiated a spiritual communication with Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“Eh? The situation seems to be a little different …” 

Chen Xiaobei released his own spirituality and established a spiritual connection with the underworld 

mark. 

“Whoosh!” 

Then, the underworld mark merged into Chen Xiaobei’s dantian and settled down. Nothing unusual 

happened. 

“I … I’ve been acknowledged?” 

Chen Xiaobei was in disbelief.  “Where’s the test?” 

Don’t forget, Chen Xiaobei almost lost his life when he took in the humanity mark. 

There was no test at all, and the netherworld imprint had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei. This was going 

too smoothly! 

At first, Chen Xiaobei could not believe it. 

But after some thought, Chen Xiaobei understood the reason. 

When he was subduing the demonic mark, Chen Xiaobei did not actually go through any actual tests. His 

ultimate goal was the same as the ancestral Saint Pangu-to defy the heavens and the Dao! 

And the ultimate goal of going against the heaven and defying the path just happened to coincide with 

the will of the demonic path! 

And so, the demonic mark acknowledged Chen Xiaobei. 

The fact that the netherworld imprint had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei meant that there was something 

about Chen Xiaobei that matched the will of the netherworld. 

The will of the netherworld? What was it? 

Chen Xiaobei thought about it carefully. 

When Chen Xiaobei was almost killed by the enemy, it was a will that resonated with Pangu’s will. Then, 

the Red Lotus of Hellfire appeared and helped Chen Xiaobei win the battle. 

The will of the netherworld Dao would rather die than submit? A bloody battle to the end? 

No! None of them! 

Chen Xiaobei recalled and realized that the will of the netherworld should be the ultimate killing! 



 

Even if he was at the end of his life, even if he was on his last breath, his will to kill his enemies would 

never weaken! 

At that time, Chen Xiaobei’s body had indeed been in this state! 

Because of that, the netherworld imprint felt that Chen Xiaobei was someone that it could entrust its 

trust to, so it accepted Chen Xiaobei. 

“Whoosh …” 

After that, the black sandstorm subsided, and the entire space quickly returned to its previous calm. 

“Young master Chen is really amazing!” 

 what a terrifying sandstorm!  the Blue Dragon exclaimed.  I didn’t expect young master Chen to calm it 

down so quickly!  

 of course!  treasure Daoist smiled and said, ” Xiaobei never disappoints!  

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei flew over to them. 

“Whoosh!” 

However, just at this moment, an extreme shadow flew over from the distance at an extremely fast 

speed. 

The speed was as fast as a one-star true Saint. Furthermore, the speed did not come from a magic 

treasure. It was a real true Saint approaching. 

“Who is it?” 

Chen Xiaobei and treasure Daoist were both shocked. 

The Blue Dragon was even more confused, not knowing what was going on. 

After all, this was the heavenly path world, and there were only seven heavenly path sages. 

Where did this one-star true sage come from? 

Could it be that the people from the heavenly Saint realm had invaded? 

 Chen Xiaobei!?  

At the same time, the true Saint had also noticed the three of them. He immediately locked onto Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“I’ve really worn out my iron shoes in a long search! It didn’t take any effort at all! I didn’t expect to find 

you here! Today, we’ll settle our old scores with interest!” 

The true divine was already three meters away from Chen Xiaobei before he could finish his sentence. 

This person looked like he had agreed but stepped forward instead. He was very young, with red lips and 

white teeth, looking clean and bright. 



 

Chen Xiaobei could not remember when he had offended such a person. 

Furthermore, there was no such person in the heavenly Dao world. 

“You don’t remember me, do you?” 

The young man’s eyes narrowed, and his clean and sunny face actually exuded a touch of ruthlessness 

that was out of place. 

“I am mo Luo Wu Tian!” 

What? 

Chen Xiaobei and treasure Daoist were both shocked. 

Never in his dreams did he expect that the young man in front of him was actually the devil ancestor of 

the past, mo Luo Wu Tian! 

However, after a brief moment of shock, Chen Xiaobei and treasure Daoist told him the reason. 

The heavenly Dao prided itself on being righteous, punishing evil and promoting good. 

And all this while, The Fiend ancestor had been a great evil existence in the mouth of the heavenly Dao! 

Therefore, it was impossible for the heavenly Dao to let mo Luo Wutian bear it directly. It had to clear 

mo Luo Wutian’s name! 

Because of this, mo Luo Wutian had completely changed his appearance. Even his name and past had 

been completely changed. 

Of course, there were no outsiders here. Facing an old acquaintance like Chen Xiaobei, there was no 

need for him to lie. He revealed his true identity. 

“Wutian?” 

Chen Xiaobei was not moved at all. He even wanted to laugh.”What did you just say? You want to settle 

accounts with me?” 
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Chapter 3952: come and fight 

Clearly, mo Luo Wutian was not aware of Chen Xiaobei’s strength. To him, Chen Xiaobei’s ability to reach 

the pinnacle of the sage-to-be was shocking, but anyone below the true Saint realm was like an ant! 

He, mo Luo Wu Tian, had now obtained the recognition of the heavenly Dao and became the new Sage 

to replace mother Nuwa! 

He was confident that he could crush Chen Xiaobei! 

Of course, he would not kill Chen Xiaobei so easily. After all, he had been tricked by Chen Xiaobei for a 

long time. Now that he finally had the chance to take revenge, he would torture Chen Xiaobei in every 

way possible and make him wish he was dead! 

“Chen Xiaobei! You seem to be very confident!” 
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Of course, mo Luo Wutian’s intelligence was on point. He did not underestimate Chen Xiaobei just 

because of the difference in strength. 

On the contrary, mo Luo Wutian first observed the situation at the scene. 

He didn’t need to take treasure Daoist seriously, but Blue Dragon’s cultivation surprised mo Luo Wu 

Tian. 

However, he was only surprised. 

Mo Luo Wutian’s expression did not change, as if he was not afraid of the Blue Dragon at all. 

“I can see that you’re very confident!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at mo Luo Wutian with interest and said, ”  if I’m not wrong, it should be Hongjun 

who noticed the strange movement here and sent you to check it out? ” 

“You’re right!” 

Mo Luo Wu Tian sneered.  ever since you stole the bell of the East Emperor, Dao ancestor has started to 

monitor the heavens and realms. Any place that has a big movement will be immediately discovered by 

Dao ancestor. Then, he will send a heavenly path Saint to personally investigate!  

The situation was obvious! 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, Hongjun had noticed the change in the place and had even predicted the 

existence of the Blue Dragon. 

For this reason, since Dao ancestor Hongjun sent Molo Wutian here, he must have given him a trump 

card that was enough to keep Blue Dragon in check. 

This was why mo Luo Wutian was so confident and did not take Blue Dragon, a three-star true sage, 

seriously. 

However, Chen Xiaobei now had the human, demon, and nether marks. Even the heavenly axiom could 

not predict anything that had to do with Chen Xiaobei. Dao ancestor Hongjun knew nothing about it. 

Otherwise, Hongjun would not have sent Molo Wutian here. Instead, he would have brought all the 

heavenly path Saints here to capture Chen Xiaobei. 

“Chen Xiaobei! Don’t say I didn’t give you a chance! Hand over the eastern Emperor Bell, then kneel 

before me and surrender!” 

Mo Luo Wu Tian said, ” as long as you listen to me, I can be magnanimous. I will only take revenge on 

you!  If you don’t listen to me, then I promise that I will find everyone related to you in this world and 

kill them all! 

It was obvious that even though mo Luo Wu Tian had a trump card to deal with the Blue Dragon, he had 

no idea how powerful Chen Xiaobei was. 

This idiot was using Chen Xiaobei’s family and friends to threaten him. 

He was simply courting death! 



 

Seeking death! 

“Cut the crap! Since you want to fight, I’ll accompany you!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were as dark as the stars in the night sky, and they glowed with murderous intent. 

The fact that mo Luo Wutian dared to lay his hands on Chen Xiaobei’s family and friends meant that he 

was doomed to die! 

“Heh, you really won’t shed tears until you see your coffin!” 

Mo Luo Wutian was completely unaware of his situation. He even laughed smugly, ” “Since you don’t 

accept my pity, don’t blame me for being merciless!” 

“Swish!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, mo Luo Wutian immediately took out a pair of Golden Scissors. 

The scissors were extremely spiritual. As soon as they appeared, they created a terrifying Hurricane that 

sounded like tigers roaring and Dragons roaring. 

The shape of the pair of scissors was also very special. The two golden dragons crossed each other from 

head to tail, with the dragon’s head as the blade and the dragon’s tail as the spine. The upper middle cut 

would split the pair into two. 

 this magical treasure looks a little familiar …  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 it’s … It’s the Golden Dragon scissors!!!  

Treasure Daoist cried out in surprise, revealing the true identity of the pair of scissors. 

It was said that in the beginning of the untainted land, sect leader Tongtian killed the immemorial yin-

yang Saint Dragon and made it into a pair of scissors after hundreds of millions of years! 

It was the Golden Dragon scissors in front of him! 

The level of this treasure had reached the pinnacle of Seven Star true sage and it was extremely 

terrifying! 

Back then, sect leader Tongtian had given the Golden Dragon scissors to fairy sanxiao. With this pair of 

scissors, she could beat the twelve golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment. 

Later on, fairy sanxiao lent the Golden Dragon scissors to her elder brother Zhao Gongming. Once Zhao 

Gongming cut it, Daoist dipamkara’s Mount was cut into two, and old dipamkara was scared away on 

the spot. 

Zhao Gongming, an outer sect disciple of the tribe of severity, had scared off the Deputy leader of the 

clan of enlightenment with one move! 

This matter had also become a big joke in the wilderness! 

Of course, from this incident, one could also see how terrifying the Golden Dragon scissors were. 



 

Now, Dao ancestor Hongjun had given the Golden Dragon scissors to Molo Wutian. No wonder he was 

so arrogant and did not care about Chen Xiaobei and blue Dragon at all. 

“That magic treasure is so powerful …” 

The Blue Dragon couldn’t help but swallow his saliva. 

However, his ice spear was only an early-stage seven-star true sage, while the Golden Dragon scissors 

was a peak seven-star true sage. 

Although there was only a difference of three minor realms, in a real battle, the difference in power 

between the two was like the difference between a grain of rice and the sun and moon. There was no 

way to compare. 

Because of that, the Blue Dragon stayed where he was. Although he wanted to help Chen Xiaobei and 

become friends with him, he did not dare to go over. He knew very well that he would not be able to 

stop the Golden Dragon scissors. If he went over, he would just be sending himself to death. 

“Don’t worry, the Golden Dragon scissors won’t be able to do anything to Xiaobei!” 

At the same time, he was still very calm. 

The black sandstorm just now had subsided. Others didn’t know what had happened, but treasure 

Daoist knew it very well. 

Chen Xiaobei had successfully subdued the netherworld imprint! 

The underworld mark was a peak true sage! It was definitely more than enough to block the Golden 

Dragon scissors! 

Moreover, in his opinion, the tree of Seven Wonders also had spiritual Qi, which meant it was also a 

King-level existence! 

So, he had no idea how Chen Xiaobei was going to lose this battle! 

To think that he, mo Luo Wutian, wanted to get even with Chen Xiaobei. He was really looking for sh * t 

in the toilet! He was so stupid that he cried! 

“Chen Xiaobei! Do you see what this is?” 

Mo Luo Wu Tian raised the Golden Dragon scissors high and said, ” “This is a magic treasure that your 

master personally forged! As long as I want to, I can make you die without a burial place! Do you regret 

it now? I asked you to admit defeat just now, but you didn’t know what’s good for you. Now, it’s too late 

for you to regret it! Hahaha …” 

“You talk too much nonsense!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not change his expression and said impatiently, ” “Let’s fight directly! I’ll just stand 

here and let you kill me! If you move, I lose!” 
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Chapter 3953: not moving 
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 “What? Are you scared out of your mind?” 

Mo Luo Wutian was stunned. He could not believe his ears, ” “You’re just standing there and not 

moving? Not to mention the Golden flood Dragon scissors, I can even use my own battle power to slap 

you to death!” 

Mo Luo Wutian was extremely angry. He felt that he had been greatly provoked and humiliated! 

Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was obviously weaker, but he had to stand there and let him kill him! 

He was looking down on him, mo Luo Wu Tian! 

“Come on, use your own strength and try to hit me!” 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled, his eyes full of disdain, as if he was looking at an idiot. 

“You think I don’t dare to?” 

Demonic Luo Wutian’s eyes were filled with anger. He already hated Chen Xiaobei to the core. Now that 

he was provoked by Chen Xiaobei, he was even more enraged. 

“Swish!” 

With a single thought, the primordial chaos holy light burst out from all over his body. He was like a 

shooting star, charging over at an extremely fast speed. 

The power of a one-star true Saint was fully exerted by him. 

“BOOM!” 

The next moment, the primordial chaos holy light that Moro Wutian released was like the falling sun, 

completely enveloping Chen Xiaobei and crushing him, causing the entire space to tremble. 

The next moment, with Chen Xiaobei as the center, all the black clouds in the sky disappeared, and the 

Black Desert on the ground caved in, forming a huge bottomless black hole! It was as if the land had 

been pierced through! 

That’s right! 

This was the power of a one-star true sage. It was extremely terrifying! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei was a half-step true sage, he would have been turned into ashes by now, let alone 

a peak-stage quasi-Sage! 

But! 

Chen Xiaobei was still floating in the air, as if the terrifying power just now was just a gentle breeze. 

Even Chen Xiaobei’s hair was not messed up. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

 what? ” mo Luo Wutian was dumbfounded. He had no idea how Chen Xiaobei did it. 



 

At the same time, the Blue Dragon was also dumbfounded.  “Young master Chen is simply godly! He 

didn’t use any Dharma Treasures! He did not use celestial core power to protect his body! He just stood 

there and used his body to resist the power of a true sage … Furthermore, he was unscathed and did not 

even shake at all! This … This is unbelievable!” 

At this moment, only treasure Daoist smiled indifferently, as he understood the profoundness of it. 

That’s right! 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to remain uninjured was because of the human path Mark’s 

ability. It had blocked and absorbed all of mo Luo Wutian’s power. 

Of course, the humanity mark was Chen Xiaobei’s Secret, and the treasure Daoist would not reveal it to 

anyone. 

“I know! I got it!” 

Mo Luo Wutian’s intelligence was indeed on point. He quickly understood, ” “It’s the people Dao 

imprint! Chen Xiaobei had already obtained the humanity mark a long time ago! That must be the 

special ability of the human path imprint!” 

Clearly, mo Luo Wutian already knew that Chen Xiaobei had the humanity mark. 

However, mo Luo Wutian had never seen the special ability of the human path imprint before. 

Therefore, he did not react immediately. 

However, he was very smart and guessed the right answer. 

“Hmph! Chen Xiaobei! You can continue to act tough!” 

Mo Luo Wu Tian’s shocked expression immediately turned into a sinister smile, ” “I’ve also wielded the 

demonic imprint before. I can confirm that the special ability of the human Dao imprint can only be used 

once a day! Now, let’s see if you still dare to stand there and not move.” 

Obviously, what mo Luo Wutian said was right. The special ability of the human path imprint could only 

be used once in 24 hours. 

From what mo Luo Wu Tian could see, Chen Xiaobei would not dare to stay still like he did before, now 

that the humanity imprint had lost its effect. 

But the next second, Chen Xiaobei laughed.”Why wouldn’t I dare?” 

“What?” 

Mo Luo Wutian’s expression froze for a moment and he said in disbelief, ” “You really dare to stay in 

place? Do you think I’m stupid?” 

“You can try!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Heh, I’ll try it! Who’s afraid of who?”  hehe!  mo Luo Wutian laughed evilly and held the Golden Dragon 

scissors tightly. As long as he had this trump card in his hand, he would not be afraid of Chen Xiaobei’s 

tricks. 



 

“Swish!” 

Once again, mo Luo Wu Tian activated his primordial chaos holy light and attacked Chen Xiaobei. 

Mo Luo Wutian thought that Chen Xiaobei was going to play some tricks. 

However, he did not expect that Chen Xiaobei would be the same as the last time. He was quietly 

floating in the air, not using any magical items or celestial core power. He just stood there, as if he was 

waiting for death. 

“Idiot! Do you really not want to live anymore?” 

Mo Luo Wu Tian was very surprised, but he did not stop! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Once again, the terrifying power landed on Chen Xiaobei, but Chen Xiaobei was still unscathed. 

However, this time, the power of mo Luo Wu Tian did not hit any other place. It was all absorbed into 

Chen Xiaobei’s body! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Looking at the scene in front of him, mo Luo Wutian could not help but take a deep breath. His pupils 

even shrank, and his eyes trembled. A strong sense of danger welled up in his heart! 

 boom boom boom!!!  

The next moment, a black energy burst out of Chen Xiaobei’s body. Its power was 30% stronger than 

that of mo Luo Wutian! 

“Heavens! This … This … This is the power of the demonic Dao’s seal!” 

Upon seeing this, mo Luo Wutian’s entire face twisted. 

The demonic mark was originally something that belonged to him, but now, it was attacking him. 

This made mo Luo Wu Tian feel as if he had eaten a car full of sh * t, and he was extremely depressed. 

Of course, other than feeling depressed, mo Luo Wutian was also filled with endless surprise.”Chen 

Xiaobei had already subdued the humanity mark! How could he subdue the demonic imprint? Humans 

and demons were incompatible! How can two imprints recognize the same person?” 

Clearly, mo Luo Wutian did not know or believe that Chen Xiaobei could subdue the demonic mark! That 

was why he had attacked Chen Xiaobei for the second time! 

“Boom …” 

Mo Luo Wutian’s depression and shock caused his emotions to fluctuate violently, and his thoughts also 

became a little hesitant. 

In a situation where both parties were extremely close, this moment of hesitation was enough to be 

fatal! 



 

A loud explosion was heard as the black energy hit mo Luo Wutian’s chest. He was sent flying backward 

and blood spurted out of his mouth. He had suffered a serious internal injury! Even his primordial spirit 

was severely injured! 

“How is it? I didn’t move, right?” Chen Xiaobei looked down at mo Luo Wutian and laughed. 

“You little brat! You’re ruthless …” 

Mo Luo Wutian gritted his teeth, tilted his neck, and vomited a large mouthful of blood. He said with 

great effort, ” “If you really have the guts, then continue to stay where you are!” 

Before he could finish his sentence, mo Luo Wutian had already raised his Golden Dragon scissors! 

Obviously, he was going to use the king Bomb! 
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don’t worry. I said I won’t move, so I won’t move. You just have to attack!  

Chen Xiaobei smiled, as if he had everything under control. 

“Hmph! You’re still acting tough!” 

Upon seeing this, mo Luo Wutian spat out a mouthful of blood and said furiously, ” “Although I don’t 

know how you managed to subdue the demonic imprint! However, the demonic mark can only be used 

once a day!” 

 don’t talk nonsense. Hurry up and do it. I’m in a hurry!  Chen Xiaobei urged impatiently. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei did not care about mo Luo Wu Tian at all. However, he should not stay here for too 

long. If he stayed too long, he might attract the attention of Dao ancestor Hong Jun. 

Although Hongjun could not predict Chen Xiaobei’s future, he could predict the future of Molo Wutian. 

If Molo Wutian was in danger, there was a high chance that Hongjun would come and check on him 

personally. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had to end the battle as soon as possible. He had to get rid of mo Luo Wutian 

and then move to another location. 

“You little brat! Do you think you can scare me away by showing off your confidence?” 

Mo Luo Wutian’s brows furrowed and his eyes turned cold as he said,”everyone knows that you’re more 

cunning than a Fox!” If I’m not wrong, you don’t have the ability to fight me! You’re pretending to be 

calm and confident just to scare me away!” 

“Heh, you’re so smart!” Chen Xiaobei laughed, ” If you don’t run, I won’t move! If you want to run, I’ll 

definitely chase you! When that time comes, it won’t be considered my loss!” 

“F * ck! How can I run?” 

Mo Luo Wutian was extremely furious. 
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Because he had suffered a great loss at Chen Xiaobei’s hands, he was very afraid of Chen Xiaobei’s 

intelligence. Especially at this critical moment, he did not even dare to use common sense to measure 

Chen Xiaobei. 

Therefore, the more Chen Xiaobei initiated the fight, the more Moro Wutian felt guilty. 

Mo Luo Wu Tian had considered two possibilities. One was that Chen Xiaobei was putting on a show to 

scare mo Luo Wu Tian away. The second possibility was that Chen Xiaobei really did have a trump card 

that could go against the Golden Dragon scissors. 

But! 

Very quickly, mo Luo Wutian confirmed the first possibility. 

If Chen Xiaobei had a trump card against the Golden Dragon scissors, why would he waste so much time 

talking? he could have just attacked. 

In fact, mo Luo Wutian’s analysis was correct! 

Although Chen Xiaobei had the bell of the East Emperor, he could not use the spiritual Qi in it because 

he wanted to use it to prove his Dao. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had no way to take the initiative to fight against the Golden Dragon scissors. 

Because of this, mo Luo Wu Tian was certain that Chen Xiaobei was pretending to be strong. In fact, he 

was just a weak man who had no ability to resist! 

“Whoosh …” 

Thinking of this, mo Luo Wutian took out his Golden Dragon scissors, burned a large amount of spiritual 

Qi, activated its power, and crushed it toward Chen Xiaobei. 

“Roar! Hiss!” 

The Golden Dragon scissors burst with golden and silver primordial chaos sacred light and condensed 

into the primordial sacred Yin Yang Dragon in the air. Its huge body crossed the sky and the earth, and 

its terrifying pressure made the entire realm tremble! 

It was made by sect master Tongtian himself! A peak seven-star Saint weapon! The Golden Dragon 

scissors! 

Under normal circumstances, Chen Xiaobei would not even be left with a trace if the immemorial sacred 

yin-yang Dragon were to attack him! 

However, what mo Luo Wutian did not expect was that even though Chen Xiaobei did not have an active 

trump card, he had a passive defense King Bomb! 

This was the reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to stay still and face all the dangers! 

That’s right! 

This King Bomb was a netherworld Dao seal! 



 

“Chi …” 

Just as the immemorial yin-yang divine flood Dragon was about to crush Chen Xiaobei, the netherworld 

imprint sensed the danger and activated its special ability to protect Chen Xiaobei’s life! 

A strange sound was heard and a blood-red light burst out of Chen Xiaobei’s body, forming a huge ninth-

grade Red Lotus of fire in the sky! 

The immemorial sacred Yin Yang Dragon was at the peak of a seven-star true sage! 

The power of the Red Lotus of fire was at the peak of a Nine Star true sage! Moreover, it was even 

stronger than ordinary peak Saint weapons! 

The difference in power between the two was simply incomparable! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

The moment the primordial sacred yin-yang Dragon touched the ninth-grade Red Lotus of fire, it was 

like flour blown away by the wind. It disappeared into thin air and did not even hurt a hair on Chen 

Xiaobei! 

 what … What’s that?!  Looking at the scene in front of him, mo Luo Wutian was dumbfounded. 

At the same time, the Blue Dragon was also dumbfounded. 

Treasure Daoist had expected Chen Xiaobei to use the netherworld imprint, but he did not expect it to 

be so powerful. 

The power of the Golden Dragon scissors was not even enough to scratch the itch of the ninth-grade red 

karmic fire Lotus. 

“Chen Xiaobei! You’re ruthless! I … I’ll get even with you next time!” 

When mo Luo Wutian saw that the situation was not good, he wanted to escape. 

However, he had truly underestimated the power of the underworld mark. 

One had to know that the special ability of the human Dao imprint was to resist and absorb the enemy’s 

attacks. The immortal essence from the attacks would be converted into energy and become the 

nourishment of the heaven punishing Purple Lotus. 

The special ability of the demonic mark was to resist and absorb the enemy’s attack, and after 

strengthening it by 30%, it would counterattack. 

At this moment, the underworld seal was only able to block the power of the Golden Dragon scissors. 

The second layer of its special ability had yet to be revealed. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, a stream of blood fell from the sky and landed directly on top of mo Luo Wutian’s 

head! 



 

The speed of the blood fountain was extremely fast. Even the true Saint realm demonic Luo Wutian was 

unable to Dodge it. The blood fountain poured directly on his head and then into his body. 

 what … What the hell is this?!  

Mo Luo Wu Tian’s heart clenched, his pupils shrank, and his eyes trembled. It was as if Chen Xiaobei had 

grabbed his braids, and he did not dare to act rashly. 

At the same time, Blue Dragon and treasure Daoist were also extremely surprised, not understanding 

the mystery. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and explained, ” “That blood fountain is the manifestation of the netherworld Dao’s 

soul-snatching laws! According to the enemy’s strength, he could release the corresponding Esper 

ability! In other words, anyone below the pinnacle of Seven Star true sage would have their primordial 

spirit and soul under my control if the blood spring were to enter their body!” 

“What?” 

 you …  mo Luo Wu Tian was shocked.  my … My … My primordial spirit and soul are under your control? 

” 

“That’s right! With just a thought, I can destroy your primordial spirit and make you disappear from the 

Three Realms and six paths. Even the heavenly Dao can’t resurrect you!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and asked, ” “How is it? Do you want to try?” 

“No… No no no…” 

Mo Luo Wutian shook his head like a rattle-drum. That was because he had already sensed that his 

primordial spirit had been surrounded by the blood spring. He could not even let his primordial spirit out 

of his body! 

Chen Xiaobei was not joking with him! 

“You don’t want to die?” 

 hehe!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  then, you can destroy your own cultivation now!  

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3955: foolish 

 “Self … Self-destruction of cultivation? I … I’m a heavenly path Sage! How can you destroy your own 

cultivation?” 

Mo Luo Wu Tian was stunned. 

After a few seconds, mo Luo Wu Tian quickly begged, ” “Young master Chen … Please keep my 

cultivation! I’ll be your slave, I’ll be your loyal dog! If you keep my cultivation, I can do more for you!” 

“The heavenly path’s Saint is my loyal dog? Just thinking about it makes me feel good!”  hehe!  Chen 

Xiaobei laughed.  but you’re too weak to be my loyal dog!  If he is a peak true sage, I can still consider 

him!” 
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It was obvious that mo Luo Wu Tian had just become a saint and was the weakest among the heavenly 

path Saints. 

Without Hongjun’s treasure, Chen Xiaobei could have easily taken out a few one-star Saint weapons and 

killed him. 

Such a loyal dog usually shook his head and flattered others. At a critical moment, it would be useless 

and could even harm Chen Xiaobei. 

Therefore, it would be best to cripple mo Luo Wutian! She didn’t expect him to help, but she didn’t need 

to worry about him biting back! 

 young master Chen … I beg you … I beg you …  

Mo Luo Wutian knelt down and said in a low voice, ” “It’s not easy for me to cultivate! I’ve gone through 

countless hardships to have my current cultivation. I really don’t want to be crippled …” 

“Heh, you think you’ll be fine just because you put on a pitiful look?”  why don’t you think about it when 

you were about to kill me? it wasn’t easy for me to get to where I am today!  Chen Xiaobei said. Will you 

let me go just because I’m having a hard time?” 

 this … I …  mo Luo Wu Tian was instantly speechless. His entire body was stiff. 

 my patience is limited. If you don’t destroy your cultivation in three seconds, I’ll destroy your primordial 

spirit and make you disappear completely!  “Remember, when you’re of no use to me, the only thing 

you can do is to listen to me!” 

“I … I have value! I really do have …” 

“Hongjun has chosen another candidate for the new Sage!” Mo Luo Wutian said hurriedly. Recently, he 

had been vigorously cultivating it! However, that person is still very weak. I can help young master Chen 

to kill her! This way, we won’t be able to threaten sect master Tongtian!” 

“A new Saint candidate? Who is it?” Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

Lady Nuwa had given Chen Xiaobei a list of candidates for the new Saint. 

The people on the list had either become Chen Xiaobei’s allies or had been completely destroyed by 

Chen Xiaobei. 

The remaining few were probably unwilling to be controlled by the heavenly Dao. 

So, Chen Xiaobei was not too worried about the new Saint. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s heart tightened again when he heard what mo Luo Wutian said. 

It was no exaggeration to say that the new saint’s actualization was the most important thing to Chen 

Xiaobei! 

Because once there was a new Sage of the heavenly path, the heavenly path would no longer need sect 

leader Tongtian! It would be the death of sect master Tongtian! 



 

That was why Chen Xiaobei could put down everything he was doing and stop the birth of a new Saint at 

all costs. 

 she’s from the Hong Meng Demon Realm. I’ve told you, but you don’t know her either …  “As long as 

Childe Chen doesn’t cripple my cultivation, I promise to kill that stinky girl! I definitely won’t let her 

become a saint!” 

“Hong Meng Demon Realm? Stinky girl?” Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ”  mo Luo Wu Tian, you’ve really 

overestimated yourself. At the same time, you’ve also underestimated me!  

“Ah?” Mo Luo Wutian was stunned for a moment and said in embarrassment, ” “Young master Chen, 

what do you mean? I … I don’t really understand …” 

“I said you overestimate yourself because you can’t kill that woman! Her schemes and methods will only 

make you suffer!” 

 I said you’ve underestimated me because I personally sent that Xia Yilian to Hongjun!  Chen Xiaobei 

said. To put it bluntly, Xia Yilian is actually my hidden chess piece!” 

 this … This … This, this, this …  when mo Luo Wutian heard this, he was so shocked that he was 

dumbfounded. His scalp went numb, and he even began to doubt his life. 

Obviously, the person that mo Luo Wutian was talking about was Xia Yilian. 

No matter how much he thought about it, he would never have thought that the new Saint candidate 

approved by both the heavenly axiom and Hongjun would be Chen Xiaobei’s hidden chess piece. 

This kind of result was really too traumatizing! 

“Mo Luo Wu Tian, you’re really stupid!” 

 you’re a Saint!  Chen Xiaobei sneered.  if you didn’t mention the new Saint, I might have considered 

keeping your cultivation! But now, since my hidden chess piece is going to become a saint, I have to 

cripple a heavenly path Saint in order to protect my master! That’s right! It can only be you!” 

“Stop talking nonsense and destroy your own cultivation immediately!” Chen Xiaobei said, ” 

 I … I …  mo Luo Wutian was stunned. He almost cried out. 

He really wanted to give himself ten thousand tight slaps. What a cheap mouth. Why did he mention the 

new Saint for no reason? 

He had wanted to bargain with Chen Xiaobei, but now he had been tricked into killing himself! There 

was no room for change! 

“Don’t talk nonsense! You have three seconds left!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“I … I’m crippled … I’m crippled, alright …” 

Moro Wutian had lost all hope. In this situation, he was of no use to Chen Xiaobei at all. Instead, he 

would only threaten the safety of the prime of Tongtian. So, Chen Xiaobei could not let him go! 

If he wanted to live, he would have to listen to Chen Xiaobei’s arrangements. 



 

“Whoosh … Bang!” 

In the next moment, mo Luo Wutian gathered a wave of power and directly shattered his sea of Qi 

dantian. His true sage cultivation instantly disappeared. 

“Pfft …” 

After spitting out a mouthful of blood, mo Luo Wutian looked at Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “I hope young 

master Chen will keep his word and spare my life …” 

“Naturally!” 

“Who am I?” Chen Xiaobei asked. Why would you be so calculative with a piece of trash?” 

Clearly, to Chen Xiaobei, mo Luo Wutian was now a useless piece of trash. He was no longer a threat to 

Chen Xiaobei. 

 young master Chen … I have a small request …  mo Luo Wutian pleaded. 

“If you have anything to say, we can talk after we leave this place!” Chen Xiaobei was so smart that he 

did not give mo Luo Wutian any chance to delay. 

After all, if a heavenly path Saint was crippled, the heavenly path would know at the first possible 

moment. 

He couldn’t stay in this place for even a second longer. 

Chen Xiaobei called out to Fu Tian Xin ‘er, opened the portal, and brought everyone back to the jianmu 

world. 

The world of the builder tree was a place that the heavenly Dao could not divine, so it was absolutely 

safe. 

Chen Xiaobei released the people from the Meru space and settled them in bei Xuan faction. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei called for mo Luo Wutian and asked, ” “Speak, what request do you have?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3956: Information 

 “I … I want to ask Childe Chen to let me return to the demon world …” 

Mo Luo Wu Tian said in a low voice, ”  my cultivation has been completely destroyed, and I can no 

longer influence the current situation … I have no other goals in this life except to return to my roots. 

Even if I die, I want to die in the demon world!  

It was obvious that the request made by mo Luo Wutian was quite reasonable. 

If it was an ordinary person, they might have agreed immediately. 

After all, there was no point in keeping a cripple by his side. He would just treat it as a fart and let it go. 

But! 
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Chen Xiaobei did not think so! 

This was because Chen Xiaobei knew more about mo Luo Wu Tian than most people! 

“Mo Luo Wu Tian! Do you think I, Chen Xiaobei, am an idiot?” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 I wouldn’t dare … I wouldn’t dare …  mo Luo Wu Tian hurriedly knelt down and kowtowed. His body and 

voice were both trembling, and he appeared extremely humble. 

“Don’t pretend! Do you think I don’t know you?” 

 hehe!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  you, mo Luo Wutian, were once a ruthless man who wanted to defy the 

heavens and the Dao! This ambition was huge! How could you just wait for death? Tell me the truth, 

what’s your purpose in returning to the demon Realm?” 

“I …” 

Mo Luo Wutian was stunned for a moment and quickly denied, ” “I don’t have any other intentions, I 

really just want to return to my roots! It was true! I would never dare to lie to you! I wouldn’t dare …” 

“Is that so? You’re not lying to me?” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Alright, I’ll send you back to the demonic realm now!” 

 R-really?!   what? ” mo Luo Wutian was stunned. He could not believe that Chen Xiaobei would agree to 

it so easily. 

This was reasonable! 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei said, ” “When we reach the demonic realm, I’ll personally crush you to 

death! I’ll help you fulfill your wish of returning to your roots!” 

“Hiss …” 

Upon hearing this, mo Luo Wu Tian took in a breath of cold air and broke out in cold sweat, ” “No… I’m 

really not lying to you …” 

 yes, I know you didn’t lie to me. You said it yourself. You want to return to your roots. I’ll fulfill your 

wish!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged and shouted, ” “Xin ‘er! Come here for a moment, we’re going to the devil 

World!” 

“They’re coming!” Fu Tian Xin ‘er flew over happily. 

 don’t, don’t, don’t … I … I’m not going back … I’m not going back …  mo Luo Wutian was so scared that 

he almost peed himself. 

He had seen Futian Xin ‘er’s ability before. She could open a spatial gate that connected to the universe. 

Going to the devil realm was just a matter of minutes. 

If Chen Xiaobei really killed him in the demonic realm, it would be too late for him to regret it. 

“Alright! I don’t want to see you acting!” 



 

 I’ll give you one last chance! Tell me your real purpose!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 I …  mo Luo Wu Tian swallowed his saliva and stammered for a long time without saying anything. 

“You’re not going to tell me, right? Then I’ll guess it myself!” 

Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” You won’t even have the slightest bit of value! At that time, even if you want 

to return to your roots, you won’t have the chance! I will turn you into ashes immediately!” 

 guess … This …  mo Luo Wutian instantly panicked. 

If it was someone else who asked to guess, mo Luo Wu Tian would definitely just smile and not say 

anything. You can just guess and you’re done for! 

But now, it was Chen Xiaobei who said he wanted to guess! Chen Xiaobei was so smart, what if he really 

guessed it? 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste his time with mo Luo Wutian, so he said, ” “If I’m not wrong, you 

want to return to the demon world because of the Black Lotus of destructions!” 

“Hiss …” 

Mo Luo Wu Tian gasped. His expression was as if someone had exposed a scar. His entire face was 

distorted and he could not help but shrink in pain. 

Chen Xiaobei was right! 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, a ball of celestial core power appeared in Chen Xiaobei’s hand and he said, ” “I can tell 

from your expression that I’ve guessed it right! You can die in peace. I will go and get the Black Lotus of 

destructions myself!” 

“No… Don’t! I still have value! I know a lot of secrets!” 

 no!  mo Luo Wu Tian screamed. He knew Chen Xiaobei’s methods very well. If he continued to hide, he 

would be dead for sure. There was no other choice! 

“Speak!” Chen Xiaobei retracted his celestial core power and said. 

“Yes, yes, yes …” 

Mo Luo Wutian no longer dared to hide anything and immediately said, ” “Hongjun also wants the Black 

Lotus of destructions! When I sought refuge with the heavenly Dao, he had already interrogated me!” 

 I told them a fake location, so none of the people sent by Hongjun have come back alive!  

Chen Xiaobei’s face changed.  Then why didn’t Hongjun let you get the Black Lotus of destructions? ” 

“It’s because I’ve already betrayed the demonic Dao. The Black Lotus of destructions will not accept 

me!” Instead, they would launch even more brutal attacks at me! I’ve just become a saint, so I can’t take 

such a risk!” 



 

“Then why didn’t Hongjun go himself? Why don’t you send other heavenly path Saints?” Chen Xiaobei 

asked again. 

“Hongjun is going to stay in The Purple Cloud Palace of the thirty-six levels of heaven! He’s calculating 

many things at all times. He’ll only leave The Purple Cloud Palace if there’s a major change!” 

 as for the other heavenly path Saints, they are also assisting Hongjun in his divination. They won’t leave 

the Zixiao Palace easily!  said mo Luo Wutian. 

It was obvious that mo Luo Wutian was not lying. 

Dao ancestor Hongjun rarely left The Purple Cloud Palace. 

The only time she had left was when Chen Xiaobei took the bell of the East Emperor. 

Moreover, after the betrayal of Molo Wutian, there were only a few pitiful shrimps left in the devil 

World. They were not worthy of Hongjun and the heavenly path sages to take action personally. It was 

really too demeaning and disgraceful. 

“Very good! You’ve finally shown a little bit of value!” 

“I’ll make you a promise!” Chen Xiaobei said. As long as you tell me the correct location and let me 

obtain the Black Lotus of world destruction, I can remove the seal on the blood spring and return you 

your freedom. You can go wherever you want and I won’t care about you anymore!” 

“R-really?” Mo Luo Wutian’s eyes lit up, and he became excited. 

 do you think that I, Chen Xiaobei, would lie to an ant that I could easily crush? ” Chen Xiaobei said in 

disdain. 

It was obvious that to Chen Xiaobei, mo Luo Wutian was just an ant. 

Chen Xiaobei’s promise to him was a gift to him. It was his luck! Even if Chen Xiaobei refused to give it to 

him, he would have to cooperate! 

So, Chen Xiaobei had no reason to lie to him! 

“Yes, yes, yes!” 

Mo Luo Wutian nodded his head repeatedly and said,”you would never lie to me!” As long as I’m alive! 

I’ll do anything you want!” 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

“Xiaobei Gege, are we going to the demonic realm?” Fu Tian Xin ‘er asked, her eyes filled with 

anticipation. 

“No rush!”  alright!  Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” first, open the portal to heaven!  
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3957 The corpse of the seven Witches! 

“Heaven realm? Alright!” 

Fu Tian Xin ‘er was a little suspicious, but she didn’t ask any further. With a thought, she opened a 

spatial gate that connected to the heaven realm. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out his communication jade talisman. 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei had already gathered a lot of important information, and now it was time 

for him to get the results. 

Chen Xiaobei first contacted the Grand Wizard, the corpse of Shibi. 

It had been confirmed before that the Grand Wizard she Bishi and the tribe of severity’s disciple, the 

Holy Mother of fire spirit, were both ancient Immortals reincarnated from the nine-colored Qilin. 

Moreover, the nine-colored Kirin had sent the two of them out to search for the she bi corpse’s body, 

and it had already been a long time. They should have already found it. 

At the same time, their primordial spirit contracts had been removed and they had regained their 

freedom. Now, Chen Xiaobei was going to bring them back. 

Very quickly, Chen Xiaobei got in touch with the she bi corpse. 

Chen Xiaobei revealed his identity and asked Di Jiang to testify, successfully gaining the she Bishi’s trust. 

After that, the she bi Shi told him where he was. 

Fu Tian Xin ‘er opened a spatial gate there and successfully brought the she bi Shi and the fire spirit Holy 

Mother into the jianmu world. 

With that, Chen Xiaobei had obtained another witch’s corpse. 

Chen Xiaobei now had the Emperor River, candle Dragon, Guo Zi, and the she bi corpse in his hands. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei called for the Grand Wizard, Houtu. 

Houtu’s situation was special. 

Because she was the reincarnation of the demon master Kunpeng, who had been devouring her infinite 

merits, he had no time to find her body. 

At this moment, Houtu could sense the location of the corpse. 

Then, she opened the door and went in. 

Houtu removed the seal on the body and helped Chen Xiaobei obtain the fifth body of the witch. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out his communication jade talisman and contacted the guide. 

Chen Xiaobei: I have business to do with you! 

The Daoist who received him said,”what?” Who wants to do business with you! 



 

Chen Xiaobei-stop playing dumb! Last time, I used your ear to exchange for senior brother duo Bao, 

weren’t you quite happy? 

The jieyin Taoist said,”what do you want?” 

Obviously, the Daoist jieyin was a little nervous. After all, the last deal had destroyed a new Saint 

candidate, which was equivalent to tearing down the heavenly Dao’s platform! 

Once this matter was leaked, jieyin Daoist would be severely punished! 

Chen Xiaobei: I’m really here to do business! (Hehe) 

The guide asked,”what … What kind of business do you want to do?” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ve recently caught some hostages. I want to make an exchange with you!  

The guide said,”hostage?” You … Who did you catch? 

[ Chen Xiaobei: Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva, 108 Arhats, and a million Western Vajra Malla! ] 

Jieyin Taoist,”it’s you!!!” (Thunderclap) 

Jieyin Taoist,”Ksitigarbha was about to defeat Minghe, unify the land, and obtain infinite merits!” You’re 

the one who captured everyone! You’ve ruined the great plan of our Western religious sect! (Extremely 

angry) 

Chen Xiaobei: I only captured these people, I didn’t kill them! As long as I return K itigarbha K itigarbha 

to you, won’t your Western religious sect’s big plan be able to be carried out smoothly again?” 

The guide said,”good!” I’ll do this deal of yours! Speak! What do you want in exchange? 

[ Chen Xiaobei: the Grand Wizard’s bedding and his body! ] At the same time, there was also the corpse 

of the wizard ancestor, Xuan Ming! 

Xuan Ming was the reincarnated ancient deity of Maitreya Buddha. When Chen Xiaobei defeated 

Maitreya Buddha, he had already regained his freedom. 

However, Xuan Ming’s body had already been found and was in the hands of the Western religious sect. 

At the same time, the ancestor of sorcery, the cotton-padded mattress, was the reincarnation of Daoist 

of many treasures. Chen Xiaobei had exchanged jieyin’s ear for Daoist of many treasures, but the cotton-

padded mattress and its body were both kept in the Western religious sect. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had to do this business. 

The Daoist jieyin said,”impossible!” You’re simply demanding an exorbitant price! The hostages in your 

hands can only be exchanged for the xuanming’s corpse! 

Chen Xiaobei,”heh, welcome me!” We are all smart people! Do you think that the number one profiteer 

in the Three Realms, Chen Xiaobei, is so easy to fool? 

“Maitreya is one of the pride of your Western religious sect!” The 108 Arhats were the backbone of the 

Western religious sect! It was not easy to create a million Buddhist weapons! 



 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’if you lose all these hostages, your Western religious sect will be in deep trouble! 

This time, you can just wait to be exterminated! 

Jieyin Taoist,”you …”(Anxious) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” you what? ” I won’t haggle over this deal! Or do as I say! Either we go our separate 

ways! I’d like to see what you can do with the two corpses of the ancestors of sorcery. 

Jieyin Taoist,”I …” 

In terms of business, if Chen Xiaobei claimed to be the second best, no one in the world would dare to 

claim to be the best. 

After a wave of analysis, it directly hit the heart of the Daoist jieyin, leaving him no room for negotiation. 

Indeed, just as Chen Xiaobei had said, there was no point for jieyin to hold onto the two corpses. On the 

contrary, if he could get back the hostage in Chen Xiaobei’s hands, the guide could do something great. 

Chen Xiaobei was already dead. The guide had no choice in this deal! 

He didn’t even have the right to bargain. 

The Daoist jieyin said,”okay … I promise you!” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” Hmph! At least you still have some brains!  If you don’t do this business, you won’t even 

have time to cry! 

The guide said,”this deal is a little troublesome … After all, there are many people …” 

Chen Xiaobei-trouble my ass! Don’t tell me you don’t have a space! 

The Daoist jieyin thought,”reveal space?” You … How do you know about the space of manifestation? 

“Hehe, do you think you’re my only client?” Before that, I had made a deal with Hongjun and exchanged 

a bunch of hostages for goddess Nuwa. 

Jieyin Taoist, you’re really good! (Shocked) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” alright, enough with the nonsense. Hurry up and get me a dimension!  I’ll put the 

hostage in for you! 

The guide said,”good!” Just you wait! 

Then, the guide sent Chen Xiaobei a red envelope. 

There was a dimension in the red packet. 

Even though he had encountered such a special thing before, Chen Xiaobei was still very careful. 

He sent this manifested space to Taoist Cundi at once. 

Chen Xiaobei only sent the hostages into the space after Taoist Cundi had confirmed that everything was 

fine. 



 

Chen Xiaobei,”I’ve already prepared the hostage!” Don’t play any tricks! After this deal is done, I still 

have another deal to make with you! 

The Daoist priest,”what!?” There … There’s more? 

Chen Xiaobei: You don’t want to continue working with me? 

The guide said,”uh … Let’s finish this first …” 

Chen Xiaobei,”heh, you’re smart!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and the guide exchanged red packets. 

In order to continue their cooperation, both sides did not play any tricks. 

Chen Xiaobei had successfully rescued the Warlock and obtained the Warlock and xuanming’s body. 

On the other side, the Daoist jieyin had also retrieved all the hostages and was very satisfied. 

The Daoist jieyin said,”now, we can talk about the next deal!” 
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3958 I’m not doing it anymore! 

Chen Xiaobei-I have another hostage with me! Shakya Tathagata! 

The Daoist priest,”what!?” You captured Sakyamuni too? This … This is impossible! (Shocked) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” hehe. Shakya was in the great void universe on a mission. I just happened to run into 

him. That’s why I caught him.  

Jieyin Taoist,”you …” 

Jieyin had thought that Chen Xiaobei was just bluffing. He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be able to say 

the words ‘great void universe’. That meant that Shakya had most likely been captured. 

Chen Xiaobei: Do you want to do this deal? 

The Daoist jieyin said,”I …” 

If I’m not mistaken, after senior brother duo Bao left, Shakyamuni became the most powerful core 

member of the Western religious sect, just below the Saints! He should also be an important chess piece 

of yours! 

The Daoist jieyin said,”you … Don’t say anymore!” I’ll do this business! What do you want? 

Chen Xiaobei, I want your Grade 9 Golden Lotus of merit! 

The Daoist priest,”what!?” Are you crazy? (Extremely shocked) 

Chen Xiaobei: Calm down! This wasn’t a big deal! 
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Jieyin Taoist,”bullshit!” The Golden Lotus of merit is the core foundation of the Buddhist realm, and you 

dare to covet it? (Emotional) 

“Calm down,” Chen Xiaobei said,”I’ll tell you everything!” 

The guide said,”there’s nothing to say!” Even if you gave me a hundred million of them, I still wouldn’t 

be able to exchange for the Golden Lotus of merit, let alone one! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” then, what if I increase the price? ” 

The Daoist,”increase the price?” (Surprised) 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was the number one profiteer in the Three Realms! He was always the one who 

asked others to raise the price. This was the first time Daoist jieyin heard that Chen Xiaobei would raise 

the price of his own accord! 

The guide knew very well that Chen Xiaobei was a very good businessman. 

At first, Chen Xiaobei had only offered one Shakya Tathagata. This was clearly a test. 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s usual business routine, if he continued to increase the price, he would 

definitely increase it to a price that the guide would be satisfied with and would not be able to resist. 

And this final price would definitely be very, very attractive. 

Jieyin also wanted to hear it. 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ll raise the price to vice sect leader dipamkara!  Immortal Taiyi, one of the twelve 

golden Immortals of the clan of enlightenment! The pagoda-bearing Heavenly King, Li Jing, an 

outstanding disciple of the third generation of the clan of enlightenment! I’ve brought along some 

ordinary disciples of the clan of enlightenment and the Western religious sect. I’ve captured them in the 

great void universe. I’ll give them to you! 

The Daoist priest,”what!?” You … You actually captured the chanism’s people? 

Chen Xiaobei: They’re also in the great void universe and even fought with Shakya Tathagata. If I didn’t 

arrive in time, Shakya Tathagata might have already been killed! 

The Daoist jieyin thought,”but … I … What do I need these chanism hostages for?” 

Chen Xiaobei, are you that stupid? Burning lamp! Grand unity! Li Jing! This was the backbone of 

chanism! You’re holding these hostages, aren’t you afraid that you can’t get some benefits from the old 

man? 

The Daoist jieyin said,”this …” 

Although he didn’t say anything, it was obvious that jieyin did have a favor to ask of heavenly Lord 

Yuanshi. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei’s offer had really tempted the Daoist. 

Chen Xiaobei: I’m very sincere, right? This deal was really a win-win situation! You definitely won’t lose 

out! 



 

The Daoist jieyin: The Golden Lotus of virtuous merit is extremely important, and I can’t give it to you so 

easily! 

In just two sentences, the attitude of the Daoist jieyin had completely changed. 

Just now, he had been extremely agitated and looked as if he would never hand over the Golden Lotus 

of merit even if he was beaten to death. 

But now, after Chen Xiaobei raised the price, he had given in. He only said that he would not hand it 

over easily, but he did not say that he would not give it to him. 

Clearly, his mental defense had been broken, and Chen Xiaobei really had a chance to get the Golden 

Lotus of merit. 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ll bid one last time! The Tower of Light and the nine Li horsetail whisk! I’ll also return 

these two Seven Star Saint weapons to you! 

After so many battles, Chen Xiaobei had already obtained many holy items! 

Among them, the Three Treasures of guidance were the three most powerful spoils of war. 

However, the Three Treasures, the radiant treasure banner and the nine leave horsetail whisk, had 

already used up all their spiritual Qi. Chen Xiaobei could not activate them, so he wanted to devour 

them. 

However, since he was going to make a deal, he might as well take out these two decorations that had 

no spiritual energy as bargaining chips. 

To Chen Xiaobei, it was definitely worth it. 

As for devouring, there would naturally be better things in the future. 

Jieyin Taoist,”this …” 

Chen Xiaobei-stop hesitating! You should be well aware of this! The Golden Lotus of merit from the 

Buddhist realm has been sucked up by Daoist Wen to the third grade, and its power is no longer at its 

peak. It can’t even compare to the peak holy weapon in your hand! You’re just keeping it as a 

decoration! 

The guide said, [ don’t try to fool me! ] The Golden Lotus of merit is the foundation of the Buddhist 

realm! Even if it didn’t have any power, it was still extremely important! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” Hmph! You’re still playing dumb in front of me? ” Other people might not know you, but 

I do. How ambitious are you, old man? How deep was his scheme? Would you be satisfied with just one 

Buddha realm? 

Jieyin Taoist,”I …” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I know you’re planning something big. If you succeed, the earth realm will be yours. You 

can even replace the old primordial thief and become the Lord of Heaven realm. You’ll control the 

heavens and the realms on behalf of the heavenly axiom!  What was a mere Buddha realm? 



 

Jieyin Taoist,”this …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s words had struck a chord in the heart of the guide. 

That was why it was said that the person who understood one the best was often the enemy! 

Chen Xiaobei’s analysis was exactly what Daoist jieyin wanted! 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, if jieyin Daoist could achieve his ultimate goal, then he could give up on 

the Buddhist realm! 

Furthermore, Chen Xiaobei only wanted the Golden Lotus of merit, not the entire Buddhist realm. 

For so many years, the jieyin Taoist had not found any help to the Buddhist world with the Golden Lotus 

of merit. On the contrary, after the third grade was absorbed by Daoist Wen, the jieyin Taoist had to 

spend a lot of effort to protect the Golden Lotus of merit. 

She was like a burden, bringing trouble with her, and she couldn’t bear to throw her away. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had offered a good price, why not use this burden to exchange for real benefits? 

Of course, people were greedy. 

Since he wanted to exchange for benefits, he had to maximize the benefits. 

The jieyin Taoist said,”I agree with this deal, but I’m still not satisfied with the price you offered!” 

Chen Xiaobei-don’t be too greedy! Otherwise, who would dare to do business with you in the future? 

The jieyin Taoist said,”you’re the one who needs my help now!” Why am I not greedy? 

Chen Xiaobei: Heh, idiot! I don’t want to do this business! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei exited the private chat and ignored the guide. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3959: I'm begging you! 

3959 I’m begging you! 

Who was Chen Xiaobei? 

The number one profiteer of the Three Realms! 

How could he be threatened by others in the business world? 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not want to do this business because he wanted to kill the jieyin priest’s 

arrogance. Furthermore, there was one more important question that he had to verify. 

In the end, this deal had to be done! 

This was because Chen Xiaobei had seen the ancestral saint’s memories when he inherited the blood 

essence. 
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Back then, the ancestral Saint Pangu had been teleported to the otherworldly Saint realm to cultivate by 

the chaos Green Lotus. 

In fact, it was the chaos Green Lotus that had brought him many great opportunities after he had 

reached the otherworldly Saint realm. 

That was why the ancestral Saint Pangu was able to cultivate to the level of the heavenly Dao so quickly 

and even obtain the Pangu axe, which was at the level of the heavenly Dao. 

All of this was closely related to the chaos Green Lotus. 

The chaos Green Lotus then withered and left behind five lotus seeds, which were equivalent to the 

descendants of the chaos Green Lotus. 

The five lotus seeds transformed into five Holy lotuses. 

Chen Xiaobei had already controlled the red karmic fire Lotus and the howlsky Purple Lotus. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei would head to the demonic realm to get the Black Lotus of destructions. 

In the end, only the Golden Lotus of merit from the Buddhist realm and the green Lotus of reincarnation 

from the heavenly realm were left. 

Chen Xiaobei did not know what would happen when he gathered all five divine lotuses, but he was sure 

that a great opportunity would come after he gathered all five divine lotuses. 

Therefore, he had to make a deal with Daoist jieyin! 

Of course, the main reason Chen Xiaobei stopped the transaction was to verify something. 

Holding the communication jade talisman, Chen Xiaobei contacted Taoist Cundi. 

Chen Xiaobei-Saint Cundi! I have something to ask! 

Taoist Cundi said,”tell me!” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ve tested jieyin just now. He seems to have a favor to ask of heavenly Lord Yuanshi!  

What was the hidden story behind this? 

Cundi: ” I’m not sure about this either. After all, jieyin has long excluded me from the decision-making 

circle. He won’t let me know about any big plans.  

Cundi said,”but I can make a guess!” 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’you’re so smart that even if you’re just making a guess, you’ll be pretty sure of it! 

This disciple is all ears! 

[ Cundi: little sister Nuwa was dethroned, and the merit book that was originally in her hands is now in 

the hands of the heavenly Lord of the origin! ] 

Taoist Cundi thought,”Ksitigarbha King of jieyin sect unified the land, so he could have obtained infinite 

merit!” However, honored Lord of the origin had been delaying it by saying that there was a problem 

with the merit record and that he couldn’t give out merits normally! 



 

Cundi Taoist,”jieyin is setting up a big trap!” If this boundless merit did not come down! His scheme 

would not succeed! If he missed the opportunity that jieyin wanted, then his entire plan would be 

ruined! 

Chen Xiaobei: No wonder he was tempted on the spot when I mentioned giving him the chanism 

hostage! 

Cundi asked,”what’s wrong?” You want to help him advance his plan? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I don’t mind helping him. He has the Golden Lotus of merit that I want.  

Cundi thought, Golden Lotus of merit? You’re losing out on this deal! Don’t you know? Three grades of 

the twelfth-grade Golden Lotus of merit in the Buddhist realm had been sucked away by Daoist Wen, 

leaving only nine grades. Its power was so weak that it was even weaker than an ordinary nine-star Saint 

weapon! 

Chen Xiaobei-don’t worry, Saint Cundi! I, Chen Xiaobei, would never do a losing business! 

Cundi Taoist,”the bargaining chip you’ve paid can help jieyin advance the plan and let the clan of 

enlightenment return the hostage!” And what you’ve obtained isn’t enough to fight against them. If this 

isn’t a loss, what is? 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’Saint Cundi, you don’t know! I’ve already met Daoist Wen and defeated him with 

the tree of Seven Wonders, forcing him to spit out the essence of the third-grade Golden Lotus of merit! 

As long as I can get a ninth-grade Golden Lotus of merit, I can merge with it directly and recreate a 

twelfth-grade Golden Lotus of merit! 

Cundi Taoist, what? You defeated Daoist Wen? (Shocked) 

Cundi thought,”good boy!” You are indeed a huge variable! In the past countless years, jieyin had racked 

his brains but couldn’t find Daoist Wen. Who would have thought that it was actually settled by you! 

(Happy) 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’Daoist Wen went to the heavenly Holy Land by chance, of course we can’t find 

him!’ 

Cundi, the heavenly Saint realm! He didn’t expect this place to really exist! That meant that there were 

still many existences stronger than Saint Kings and even heavenly Dao! 

Chen Xiaobei: There were indeed many more powerful existences! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” Daoist Wen has returned from the heavenly Saint realm. His cultivation has reached the 

pinnacle of true Saint. He’s only one step away from becoming a Holy King!  If Sage Cundi had not lent 

me the tree of Seven Wonders, I would have died in his hands! 

Cundi thought,”this is your great opportunity!” With the essence of the third-grade Golden Lotus of 

merit, you’ll definitely not suffer a loss in the deal with jieyin! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” that’s right! Using a few hostages in exchange for a Grade 12 Golden Lotus of merit is 

definitely worth it! Besides, two of the hostages are my secret pawns! Sending them back to chanism 

will only bring me benefits!  



 

Cundi thought,”you little brat!” His calculations were too accurate! And here I was, worried that you 

would suffer a loss! He was really thinking too much! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ve already made up my mind about this deal. I’ll return the tree of Seven Wonders to 

you now.  

Cundi asked,”why are you in a hurry to return it?” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” the tree of Seven Wonders originally had spiritual Qi that could be used twice. One 

portion was used to defeat Daoist Wen, and the other was injected into the bell of the East Emperor. So, 

I can’t use the tree of Seven Wonders anymore!  

Cundi Taoist: ” all right, give it back to me first … Just in time. Just now, Hongjun was furious and said 

that the new Sage had been crippled!  Perhaps, Hongjun will ask me to check it out! When the time 

comes, I’ll tell him that the tree of Seven Wonders has run out of spiritual Qi, but I can still get some 

spiritual Qi from him! 

Chen Xiaobei: Was it mo Luo Wu Tian? (Evil smile) 

Cundi asked,”did you do it?” (Smart) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” hehe! When I was trying to get the underworld seal, mo Luo Wutian came to me on his 

own accord. So, I just killed him!  

Cundi laughed, ” You’re really something! It wasn’t easy for Hongjun to help mo Luo Wutian become a 

saint, but you’ve ruined him on his first mission! You don’t know, but Hongjun was so angry that his face 

turned green! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” hahaha! I really want to see Hongjun’s expression! It’s going to be so exciting!  

Taoist Cundi said,”by the way, we’ve been talking for a long time. How’s the deal with the escort?” Are 

you done? 

Chen Xiaobei: Hehe! Jieyin has already sent me more than 30 messages, but I’ve been ignoring him! 

Cundi thought,”more … More than thirty?” What was going on? 

Chen Xiaobei, I’ll go take a look first, I’ll talk to you later! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei opened his private chat with the guide. More than 30 messages were sent to 

him. 

[ the guide: Chen Xiaobei? ] Where was he? Are you really not going to do this business? Don’t you 

regret it! 

The guide was Chen Xiaobei! I agree to your price! They could trade now! 

The guide was Chen Xiaobei! Answer me! You’re a businessman, and you have to be honest. How can 

you just quit when you’ve already made a deal? 

The guide was Chen Xiaobei! Hurry up and come back! I’m begging you, please … 



 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3960: scheme! 

This was really too laughable! 

The guide thought that he had Chen Xiaobei in the palm of his hand, so he threatened Chen Xiaobei to 

raise the price. 

However, Chen Xiaobei ignored him completely, which made him panic. Subconsciously, she started to 

beg Chen Xiaobei. 

The first heavenly Saint of the Western religious sect was begging Chen Xiaobei to come back and do 

business with him! 

The number one profiteer of the Three Realms truly lived up to his reputation! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” you said you don’t want to do this deal and I’m coming back just because you want me 

to? that’s so embarrassing!  

The guide said,”great!” You’ve finally replied! It was all a misunderstanding! Let’s make the deal now! 

Chen Xiaobei: Your performance just now made me very unhappy! Now, I’m asking you to compensate 

me. Otherwise, I won’t do this deal! 

The Daoist priest,”what!?” I … I’ll compensate you? Did you get it? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” Hmph! Judging from your attitude, I guess there’s no need for this deal!  “It doesn’t 

matter. The grade nine Golden Lotus of merit is not as useful as an early nine-star Saint weapon. I feel 

like I’ve suffered a loss!” 

The Daoist jieyin: I didn’t say I wasn’t going to do this business! Don’t … Don’t be like this! 

Chen Xiaobei: You’ll only answer me, are you giving me compensation or not? 

The guide said,”I … I … I’ll give it to you, okay?” As long as you don’t demand an exorbitant price, I’ll give 

you some compensation! 

Even through the Jade talisman, Chen Xiaobei could imagine the look on the Daoist’s face. 

Just a moment ago, jieyin wanted Chen Xiaobei to raise the price, but now, he had to compensate Chen 

Xiaobei instead. What a joke! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” don’t worry! I’m a fair businessman!  Help me to calculate the location of South Pole 

immortal Weng of Chan sect! 

Jieyin Taoist, South Pole immortal Weng? What are you looking for him for? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” don’t ask what you’re not supposed to ask. Don’t ask what you’re not supposed to ask!  

If you want to do business, you have to do as I say! 

Daoist jieyin said,”alright … Wait!” 
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Jieyin Daoist: ” I’ve figured it out. South Pole immortal Weng is in the desert of the westernmost land of 

the thirty-two levels of heaven. I can send you his exact location!  

Chen Xiaobei: Then let’s start the deal now! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei completed the transaction with the guide. 

Chen Xiaobei had given away the hostages he had promised, along with the Pavillion of light and the 

nine parting horsetail whisk, in exchange for the grade 9 Golden Lotus of merit. 

“Whoosh …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei released the third-grade Golden Lotus of merit’s essence that Daoist Wen had 

spat out and fused it into the ninth-grade Golden Lotus of merit. 

Under everyone’s shocked gazes. 

The grade nine Golden Lotus of virtue continued to grow and became grade twelve, returning to the 

peak of the true sage realm. 

A few useless hostages and two magical treasures without spiritual energy in exchange for a chance to 

reconstruct a twelfth-grade Golden Lotus of merit! 

Moreover, he had also sent Li Jing and immortal Tai Yi back as hostages, which would play a vital role in 

the future operation! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that Chen Xiaobei had made the most out of all the profits in this deal! 

It felt so good! 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei then took out his communication jade talisman and contacted the Holy Mother turtle 

spirit. 

Holy Mother GUI Ling was an ancient immortal reincarnated by Daoist dipamkara, and she was sent to 

help South Pole immortal Weng search for Gong Gong’s body. 

Chen Xiaobei-fourth Senior Sister! I’m Chen Xiaobei! Please reply if you copy! 

[ Holy Mother turtle spirit: Chen Xiaobei? ] You … Wait! Why should I believe you? (Caution) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” fourth Senior sister’s primordial spirit contract has been canceled. I’ve defeated old 

dipamkara and forced him to cancel it!  

Holy Mother turtle spirit-Little Junior Brother! It really is you! (Excited) 

Obviously, the Holy Mother GUI Ling was now in the enemy’s camp, and she did not dare to disclose the 

cancellation of the primordial spirit contract to anyone! 

The fact that Chen Xiaobei was able to tell them all this was enough to prove that he was not lying. 

On the other hand, if Chen Xiaobei was an enemy, he would have informed chanism. 



 

Chen Xiaobei: ” fourth Senior Sister, can you send me your exact location? ” 

Holy Mother turtle spirit replied,”of course!” 

Very quickly, Holy Mother turtle spirit sent her location to Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei: ” yup! I’ve checked the location. The old man didn’t lie to me!  (Evil smile) 

Holy Mother turtle spirit,”receive?” Jieyin Daoist? How did Little Junior Brother get involved with him? 

(Surprised) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” don’t worry, fourth Senior Sister. I’m not in an alliance with that old jieyin. I asked him to 

help me locate South Pole immortal Weng because I wanted to trick him!  

Holy Mother turtle spirit asked,”what do you mean?” South Pole immortal Weng is right here with me, 

you can just ask me, why do you need to ask jieyin Taoist? (Puzzled) 

[ because I’m here to ambush South Pole immortal Weng! ] After the South Pole immortal Weng’s 

accident, honored Lord of the origin would definitely investigate who did it. 

Holy Mother turtle spirit,”you … You want to frame Daoist jieyin?” (Shocked) 

Chen Xiaobei: The old man has sent me the location of South Pole immortal Weng! This was the 

irrefutable evidence! At that time, the old man who received me will be my accomplice, and I won’t be 

able to clear my name even if I jump into the Yellow River! The heavenly Dao would never let him off so 

easily! 

“Little Junior Brother … You … You’re so mean!” Holy Mother turtle spirit thought. However, Senior 

Sister likes it! (Great praise) to deal with those b * tches, there’s no need to argue with them! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” fourth Senior Sister, you can observe for a while. If you think there’s a suitable time, let 

me know. I’ll be there at any time and crush South Pole immortal Weng!  

Holy Mother turtle spirit,”you … You’re this powerful now?” On our side, in addition to South Pole 

immortal Weng, we have two of the clan of Enlightenment’s twelve golden Immortals and many elite 

disciples! He definitely couldn’t be underestimated! 

Chen Xiaobei: I can handle them! In fact, I don’t even need to do it myself! 

Holy Mother turtle spirit: Little Junior Brother! You’re really too outstanding! It’s the greatest fortune for 

the tribe of Jie to have you as a disciple! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” don’t praise me, fourth Senior Sister! Help me keep an eye on her for a while!  

Holy Mother turtle spirit: I’ll inform you as soon as I find the right time! 

After some time. 

Holy Mother GUI Ling’s message came again. 

He said that South Pole immortal Weng had called for a meeting with the higher-ups, and it was the best 

time to make a move. 



 

Chen Xiaobei said without hesitation. 

He had Futian Xin ‘er open the spatial gate to their destination. 

The 30th layer of heaven, the extreme west Desert. 

Because he did not want to be found out by Hongjun, Chen Xiaobei did not bring any help with him. 

After reaching the extreme Western Desert, Chen Xiaobei quickly located the chanism’s camp. 

As Holy Mother GUI Ling had said, all the higher-ups of the clan of enlightenment were having a meeting 

in an abandoned temple. 

Meanwhile, the elite disciples spread out, searching for Gong Gong’s dead body. 

Because Chen Xiaobei had caught Gonggong a long time ago, no one could be sure of the location of his 

body. They could only draw a rough boundary and search inch by inch. 

All the disciples had been sent out, and there was not a single guard outside the temple! 

This was the best time for Chen Xiaobei to make his move! 


